UK 200 firm Pitmans LLP implements NetDocuments’ native cloudbased document & email management platform
Leading UK-based firm deploys NetDocuments
across four offices and over 150 legal
professionals to achieve improved flexibility,
security and usability.
NetDocuments, the leading native cloud document and email management (DMS) provider for law firms
and corporate legal departments, announced that UK 200 firm, Pitmans LLP has completed the
deployment of NetDocuments’ native cloud-based DMS and email management platform to further
enhance its commitment to client service, technology innovation, and a cloud-first strategy across its
offices and staff.
Pitmans, a full-service firm focused on its commitment to clients, conducted extensive due diligence of
available options prior to selecting NetDocuments. “We completed a thorough review of DMS options
available in the market and NetDocuments emerged as the platform and innovation partner that will take
our firm into the future and build on our cloud-first strategy,” stated Joanne Evans, IT Manager at Pitmans.
“The selection process and implementation was extremely well executed and supported by
NetDocuments and Peregrine Cloud, a NetDocuments Certified Channel Partner. We are pleased with the
professionalism and product knowledge they provided and the end result was a very smooth transition
away from our on-premises system.”
Suzanne Brooker, Deputy Managing Partner at Pitmans, also commented: “In addition to the successful
deployment, inherent mobility, and robust security, the NetDocuments platform combines flexibility of
configuration with the structure of an enterprise-grade platform that assists our professionals, and firm
as a whole, in adhering to compliance and information governance policies and procedures.”
NetDocuments, the pioneer of cloud-based DMS technology in the legal market, is helping to lead the
‘cloud-first’ initiative through ‘native-cloud to native-cloud’ integration with Microsoft and Office 365 –
one of the drivers leading firms such as Pitmans to switch to the cloud-based DMS platform.
“We’re thrilled to see Pitmans join the customer community and successfully leverage the platform and
Microsoft integration,” Steve Latter, NetDocuments Sr. Account Executive, commented. “The growth and
appetite across EMEA for native cloud-based applications to run mission-critical systems such as the DMS
is increasing as firms see the value of what Microsoft and NetDocuments are achieving with a synergistic
‘cloud-first’ strategy. It’s these cloud-to-cloud integrations that bring innovation and agility within a law
firm’s technology landscape and ultimately allow more efficient, secure, and productive ways for firms to
service their client base.”
To read more about the Tikit NetDocuments partnership click here.
Or, to find out how more and more firms are choosing NetDocuments click here.
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